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Digital Filters and Signal Processing in Electronic Engineering: Theory, Applications, Architecture, Code (Woodhead Publishing Series in Optical and Electronic Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 1998

	From industrial and teaching experience the authors provide a blend of theory and practice of digital signal processing (DSP) for advanced undergraduate and post-graduate engineers reading electronics. This fast-moving, developing area is driven by the information technology revolution. It is a source book in research and development for...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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Expert Oracle RAC Performance Diagnostics and TuningApress, 2014

	Expert Oracle RAC Performance Diagnostics and Tuning provides comprehensive coverage of the features, technology and principles for testing and tuning RAC databases. The book takes a deep look at optimizing RAC databases by following a methodical approach based on scientific analysis rather than using a speculative approach, twisting...
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Persistence in PHP with Doctrine ORMPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is designed for PHP developers and architects who want to modernize their skills through better understanding of Persistence and ORM. You'll learn through explanations and code samples, all tied to the full development of a web application.


	Overview

	
		Develop a fully functional Doctrine-backed...
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Introduction to Genetic Algorithms for Scientists and EngineersWorld Scientific Publishing, 1999

	This invaluable book has been designed to be useful to most practising scientists and engineers, whatever their field and however rusty their mathematics and programming might be. The approach taken is largely practical, with algorithms being presented in full and working code (in Basic, Fortran, Pascal And C) included on a floppy disk to...
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Sencha Touch in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Sencha Touch in Action is the definitive guide to developing applications with Sencha Touch. You'll begin with basic design principles for building great mobile applications, and then explore the features of Sencha Touch that bring those ideas to life. You'll learn how and why objects...
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Hacking: The Beginners Guide to Master The Art of Hacking In No Time - Become aCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Do you want to learn ethical hacking/ penetration testing but not sure where to begin? Does the amount of information on the web make you feel overwhelmed and confused? Or maybe your looking to start a career as an ethical hacker and want to further your skills? How about step by step, methodical, literally foolproof approaches to be...
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Circuit Analysis I: With MATLAB ApplicationsOrchard Publications, 2003

	
		
			This text is an introduction to the basic principles of electrical engineering. It is the outgrowth of
		
			lecture notes prepared by this author while teaching for the electrical engineering and computer
		
			engineering departments at San José State University, DeAnza college, and the College of San Mateo,...
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ASP.NET Core 2 Fundamentals: Build cross-platform apps and dynamic web services with this server-side web application frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Imagine the boost in business if you can build large, rich web applications with little code and built-in Windows authentication. With this book, you can gain skills to develop real-world applications with ASP.NET Core 2.

	
		Key Features

		
			Adopts the application-centric approach to explain core...
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Hands-On Data Structures and Algorithms with Python: Write complex and powerful code using the latest features of Python 3.7, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to implement complex data structures and algorithms using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the analysis and design of fundamental Python data structures
	
			Explore advanced Python concepts such as Big O notation and dynamic programming
	
			Learn functional...
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Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux: Computational Techniques for Resolving Security IssuesApress, 2018

	
		
			Get started in white-hat ethical hacking using Kali Linux. This book starts off by giving you an overview of security trends, where you will learn the OSI security architecture. This will form the foundation for the rest of Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux. With the theory out of the way, you’ll...
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Drupal MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2008

	Information for Drupal administrators and site developers on all aspects of multimedia in Drupal. This book will provide information for administrators and professional site developers who are required to embed multimedia into a Drupal site. The reader needs basic knowledge of Drupal operation, but no experience of how Drupal handles multimedia...
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